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Abstract

Amusement arcades called Game-centers have tried to find ways of surviving in Japan. Independent game-centers with limited financial capacities have mostly struggled to find the best possible way to survive (Livedoor, 2015; Thutmosev, 2015; Nomu, 2016; SPEEDA, 2017; Chiba, 2018; Kamohara, 2019). For them, a niche strategy may be the best possible strategic direction to survive (Thutmosev, 2015; Sankei, 2016; Hirakawa, 2019; Kamohara2, 2019). This paper will focus on game-centers’ strategies in the retro video game niche to develop a general model of game-centers’ survival strategies. We will then refine the model through interviews with senior-level employees of Japan’s most successful retro game-center.
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1. Introduction

In Japan, amusement arcades called game-centers have tried to find ways of surviving. Financially well-equipped large game-centers owned by major video game makers have transformed themselves into family-oriented amusement parks by actively installing family-oriented video games and other attractions. However, independent game-centers with limited financial capacities have struggled to find the best possible way to survive (Livedoor, 2015; Thutmosev, 2015; Nomu, 2016; SPEEDA, 2017; Chiba, 2018; Kamohara, 2019).

According to empirical studies, independent game-centers with limited financial capacities have focused on niche segments such as senior persons, hardcore game-players, families, shoppers at shopping malls, young couples, and kids (Thutmosev, 2015; Sankei, 2016;
Hirakawa, 2019; Kamohara2, 2019). For example, game-centers that exclusively focus on the seniors have installed easy-to-play game machines and sizeable vending machine areas. They enjoy socializing with other seniors more than playing video games (Murakami3, 2015; Excite, 2016; Sankei, 2016). Such a tendency for socialization lets them stay in game-centers longer. They will socialize in sizeable vending machine areas and use vending machines more, which will increase profits. On the other hand, game-centers focusing on young couples have installed various sensory video game machines to play cooperatively (BEEP2, 2017; Nakajima, 2019).

While there are several niches for independent game-centers, many of them have focused on a retro video game niche. A significant motivation for this move is the lower cost of transformation. Focusing on the retro game segment is cheaper for them as they do not need to update video game machines. They already have many outdated video game machines, which they call retro game machines. They can also quickly expand variations of retro games because they can buy them at fractions of the new game machines cost (Gamespark, 2013; HRCRF2, 2014; Murakami, 2015; BEEP, 2017).

This paper will focus on game-centers’ strategies in the retro video game niche to develop a general model of game-centers’ survival strategies. We will then refine the model through interviews with senior-level employees of VGMR, one of Japan’s most successful retro game-centers.

2. Literature Review

Japanese amusement arcades called game-centers were so popular in the 90s when there were more than 30,000 centers. However, by the year 2019, we have less than 5,000 centers. Many arcade game players have left game-centers for PC games, online games, and games on their smartphones (JAMMA, 2010; Livedoor, 2015; SPEEDA, 2017; JAIA, 2018).

Emerging popular PC and online games is a significant reason for the declining numbers of game-centers. Many online games are free. The quality of PC and online games has been at the same level as video arcade games. Game players can play whenever they want to play with their PCs and smartphones.

They can even socialize with other players online (Livedoor, 2015; Nomu, 2016; SPEEDA, 2017). Independent game-centers’ poor financial conditions prohibit them from buying new video games. As a result, they have lost customers (HRCRF2, 2014; Nomu2, 2016; BEEP, 2017).

A continuous increase in Japanese consumption tax has also negatively influenced game-centers because it reduced the per-play profitability of a video game machine. Game-centers can cover the tax by increasing the per-play price. However, they cannot do it quickly because of significant investments required to modify game machines to accept different coins or add electric money card readers to game machines. After all, most centers have sacrificed their profits for the consumption tax (HRCRF2, 2014; Murakami2, 2015;
Nomu2, 2016; BEEP, 2017; Ebitsu, 2019; Uedaman, 2019).

The population of teenagers, a primary target segment, has declined because of Japan’s low birth rate. Even if the teenagers visit game centers, they have spent less money as their leisure allowance has fallen in Japan’s weak economy. Also, players’ harmful and unhealthy images in the centers have let many teenagers stay away from game-centers (JAMMA, 2010; Thutmosev, 2015; Nomu2, 2016; RNAVI, 2019).

While market conditions look bad for game-centers, there are still business opportunities. For example, instead of teenagers, senior persons have started visiting game-centers almost every day to kill their free time. They will play easy-to-play games for hours, buy canned beverages and cigarettes from vending machines, allow their grandkids to play games. Many senior customers have visited game-centers every day to exercise their brains by playing video games. Even if they do not play games, they will visit game-centers to socialize with other seniors. According to researches, a senior tends to spend more than $200 per month in a game-center (Thutmosev, 2015; Sankei, 2016; Chiba, 2018; Hirakawa, 2019; Kamohara2, 2019).

Game-centers can enjoy new segments as the Japanese government removed operational restrictions. After the deregulation, game-centers can operate twenty-four hours a day. They can attract new segments by adding attractive games and vending machines with comfortable rest areas. Adding arcade crane machines, arcade prize-redemption game machines, and arcade virtual game machines will especially attract young couples, young groups, and students. These game machines will also increase game-centers’ profits through effective cost management of the prizes (Thutmosev, 2015; BEEP2, 2017; Chiba, 2018; Hirakawa, 2019; Kamohara, 2019).

Many game-centers have opened mini-game-centers in shopping malls to attract families and seniors with grandchildren. As the mini-game-centers tend to generate much higher per square profitability with fewer employees, they can enjoy lower labor costs and higher profits (Okada, 2009; Excite, 2016; Fujisawa, 2018; Nakajima, 2019).

In addition to new business opportunities, some have started enjoying the survivor’s benefits. After 2015, game-centers’ closures have been slower, while per-center profitability has increased since 2015 (Murakami, 2015; TBS, 2018; Mikado, 2019; Oguhei, 2019). Some financial institutions have financed game-centers for investments in electric money card systems, capsule toy vending machines, and new arcade game machines (Murakami, 2015; Sankei, 2016; BEEP, 2017; BEEP2, 2017; JAIA, 2018; Famitsu, 2019; Hirakawa, 2019; Kamohara2, 2019).

One of the successful niche segments which bring the survivor’s benefits is a retro game segment (Hijiyan, 2013; Nomu, 2016; IGCC, 2018; TBS, 2018; Fantasista, 2019; Mikado, 2019; Robot, 2019). They have effectively used what they have: experiences, old video game machines, good old inside atmosphere, and employees’ knowledge of old video games. The segment will be more prominent as the retired first-generation arcade video game players
have started to enjoy their retirement.

There are critical points for game-centers to be successful in the niche. They need proper maintenance of the game machines and variations of famous retro games (Hijiyan, 2013; Nomu, 2016; IGCC, 2018; TBS, 2018; Fantasista, 2019; Mikado, 2019; Robot, 2019). They need to fill their spaces with retro game machines instead of arcade crane machines and arcade prize-redemption game machines. They also need to place various vending machines in small rest areas and capsule toy vending machines in front of the centers.

However, these actions are not enough for them to enjoy the survivors’ benefits. They still need differentiation by developing loyal communities where hardcore retro game players regularly get together for practices, competitions, socialization, and special events (Fujisawa, 2018; IGCC, 2018; TBS, 2018; Mikado, 2019; Uedaman, 2019). Having such loyal communities will bring them more profit as players play more, buy goods more, pay for various events, and even become self-assigned promoters through word-of-mouth, publicities, and social networks (Fujisawa, 2018; IGCC, 2018; TBS, 2018; Mikado, 2019; Uedaman, 2019).

3. A General Model of Retro Game Niche Strategy

We developed a general niche strategy model in a retro game segment based on our literature reviews. We expect that game-centers using our model can make sustainable profits and enjoy the survivors’ benefits in the retro game niche. We summarized the model in Table 1.

Our model has five strategic actions. The first action is to install many attractive retro video game machines. If game-centers already have such machines, they must do daily maintenance to keep them in good condition. In case there are not enough attractive video games, they must find traders who can sell popular video game circuits at a low cost.

The second action is to install several arcade crane machines and arcade prize-redemption game machines. Because game players tend to come with companions, their companions will play these game machines while they enjoy retro games. Game-centers welcome such companions for the additional profit.

The third action is to organize a variety of events for loyal customers to increase profits. Game-centers should let loyal customers be involved in the events because events tend to be more successful when employees and loyal customers jointly organize them. Cooperating customers also tend to promote “their events” through social media.

The fourth action is to create two community types: senior game player community and loyal retro game player community. Seniors are looking for communities where they can come every day for small talks and playing games together. In addition to retro game machines, game-centers must create comfortable rest areas where they can chat, smoke, drink, eat, and even check their health through health-related game machines and blood pressure manometers. Loyal retro game players need communities to organize various events, exchange knowledge of retro games, practice together, and socialize.
The last action is to maintain minimum operation costs. Retro game-centers’ operating expenses tend to be high because of the maintenance of old machines, retro video game circuit boards, and inside temperature. For example, game-centers can train employees to maintain game machines by themselves. Using rental retro game circuit boards would be a great idea to improve game variations at a low cost. Part-time employees can be managers to reduce labor costs. They should develop a great relationship with loyal customers who will be self-assigned promoters. If the rent is too expensive, they should find cheaper places.

Table 1. General Model of Retro Game Niche Strategy

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:</td>
<td>Install many attractive retro video game machines. Maintain good conditions of the machines. Try to find ways to purchase retro video game machines at a low cost.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:</td>
<td>Create store environments where both game players and their companies can have a great time. In addition to the attractive machines, install vending machines and several arcade crane machines and arcade prize redemption game machines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:</td>
<td>Organize a variety of events for loyal and hardcore retro game players. Let the players be involved in organizing the events. Encourage the players to promote events through social media.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:</td>
<td>Create two types of communities: hardcore retro game players and seniors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:</td>
<td>Minimize operation costs, especially maintenance costs, rent, and labor costs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Verification of the General Model

We interviewed senior-level employees of VGMR Co. between August and October in 2019 to verify our model. We chose VGMR because it has been one of the most successful retro game-centers in Japan.

VGMR started its business in 2012 as a retro video game museum where retro game players can enjoy many retro games and support the preservation of retro game machines in functional conditions. Therefore, VGMR owns both popular retro game machines and rare retro game machines.

According to our interviews, when VGMR decided to open a retro video game-center, they took the very similar strategic moves that our model suggests.

First, VGMR installed more than 150 retro game machines in a large warehouse. They installed not only popular machines but also rare machines. Because of the extensive selections of machines, hardcore retro game players started visiting from all over Japan.
all employees acquired maintenance skills, anyone can maintain game machines to keep them in good condition. They also purchased retro machines at a low cost to continually expand variations of retro games.

VGMR’s game-center created a comfortable rest area where anybody can enjoy vending machines, capsule toy machines, arcade crane machines, and arcade prize-redeemption game machines. VGMR also improved air conditioning systems so that customers will not worry about secondhand smoke.

VGMR organized various events jointly with loyal players. For example, they organize events such as free-plays, 500-yen-plays, and game competitions every week. Event participants will promote the events on Twitter and Facebook. Employees and loyal players jointly make live coverages of the events available on YouTube.

VGMR developed two communities of customers: a loyal customer community and a senior customer community. In the dedicated customer community, members organize various events, promote them on social media, and even recruit new members. In the loyal customer community, members frequently visit to play games, use vending machines, and purchase store-brand products.

The senior customer community’s members are retired first-generation arcade video game machines who want to enjoy free time to play retro games with friends or grandchildren. While they will visit almost every day to play games, they tend to spend more time at the rest area for socialization with other seniors.

They will pay good money on various vending machines during the socialization. Their grandchildren will generate profits as they play profit-making machines such as capsule toy machines, arcade crane machines, and arcade prize-redeemption game machines.

VGMR has tried to minimize the operation costs of the center. VGMR relocated the center to a rural area of Saitama-prefecture to enjoy lower rent and a large car parking. VGMR’s retro game-center employs only part-timers.

We could verify our model’s potential effectiveness for game-centers focusing on the retro game niche through a series of interviews. However, we found something beyond our model.

5. VGMR’s Survival Strategies

VGMR employees agreed that our model would be useful for many retro game-centers to survive. However, they pointed out that our model matched only VGMR’s strategies for the retro game-center business.

According to them, the game-center is strategically essential to develop a powerful brand image as “the mecca of retro arcade video games.” Their strategic focus is not the survival of the game-center but aggressive business expansions by utilizing such a powerful identity.

They believed that there would be no future for retro game-centers due to the very high
maintenance costs of old machines and circuit boards. They noted that retro game-centers could fix or obtain spare parts for replacements for another decade. However, good maintenance would not be financially feasible because the prices of replacement parts are getting high.

They also pointed out that buying replacement parts would be impossible sooner or later. Lifespans of cathode-ray tubes of retro video game machines are reaching the end. There was no way to fix a cathode-ray-tube once it died. Similarly, repairing dead retro game circuit boards is impossible.

Therefore, VGMR will continue the retro game-center until high operation costs prohibit them from operating the center. It can then use a powerful brand identity as one of the most famous retro game-centers in Japan. It will transform the game-center into a real retro video game museum, an NPO organization that will enjoy tax benefits and grants when it cannot continue the operation.

Once VGMR secured the game center’s self-sufficiency, it started developing businesses using powerful brand recognition from the retro game-center.

VGMR has actively expanded the capsule toy vending machine business through business networks that the game-center developed. Capsule toy vending machines have been popular for many game-centers, shopping malls, small department stores, and outside events because they will bring additional profits. For example, many corporate customers use capsule toy vending machines to utilize unused spaces and attract customers.

With stable business expansion, the capsule toy vending machine business has been the cash cow for VGMR. There are four primary reasons for success. First, they produced original capsule toys that are unique and attractive. Original toys can reduce production costs as VGMR can purchase a large quantity. Simultaneously, higher volumes of the toys’ sales can significantly increase VGMR’s profit because VGMR does not need to pay royalties. Second, they created win-and-win relations with corporate customers by sharing profits from the capsule toys. The corporate customers will make POP ads, place capsule toy vending machines in better locations, and take care of them. Third, corporate customers are willing to make deals with VGMR, which has been recognized nationally for retro game machines and superior machine maintenance.

Finally, the operation cost is very low as anyone can visit customers, quickly clean the vending machines, and refill toys. VGMR uses two full-time employees to manage the capsule toy vending machine business.

However, as they can finish the business fast, they can use spare time for inventory controls, customer relations, maintenance, promotion, and finance. Such multi-task employees have reduced labor costs.

Recently, VGMR started promoting original miniature retro video game machines with
capsule toy vending machines. The miniature games can sit next to the toy vending machines. They selected only popular and easy-to-play games so that anyone can play. Installations and maintenance are easy for a small and straightforward design with durable parts. VGMR did not need to increase employees for the new operation.

VGMR also started utilizing stocked video game machines and circuit boards to generate profit. Clients will visit a VGMR’s inventory room to pick up game machines or circuit boards. Similar to the miniature machines, VGMR did not need to increase the number of employees. The renting service is getting popular as customers know that VGMR’s machines and circuit boards are always in excellent condition.

After all, we can summarize VGMR’s survival strategies as follows. First, after ensuring the retro game center’s self-sustainability, prepare for the retro game center’s exit strategy to become a profit retro game museum. Until then, use a powerful brand image as the most successful retro game-center in Japan to develop businesses around the image.

Second, utilize the image, business network, and know-how of retro game-center operations to develop new businesses. For VGMR, focusing on capsule toy vending machine and miniature video game machine businesses is the best direction for fully utilizing these business assets. Especially, profit sharing with clients will boost market share.

Third, minimize costs of operations such as rent, utility cost, and labor cost. Especially, multi-task employees who can do anything from maintenance to management will be powerful assets. Try to minimize the number of full-time employees.

Fourth, utilizing idling assets and inventories will be an extra. VGMR utilizes stocked retro game machines and circuit boards by lending to other game-centers.

6. Summary

We verified the effectiveness of our niche strategy model. Suppose an independent game-center with limited financial capacity wants to survive in Japan’s retro video game segment. In that case, they should (1) install many attractive retro video game machines in good condition, (2) make store environments comfortable for game players and their companies, (3) organize a variety of events for hardcore retro game players with loyal customers, (4) create communities for hardcore retro game players and seniors, and (5) minimize operation costs.

At the same time, we learned that the retro video game segment would not exist forever. Therefore, game-centers in the niche must develop exit strategies to move on to new businesses if they want to continue their operations.
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